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ABOUT THE WEBINAR SERIES

► Free webinars hosted approximately every month

► Delivered by RL Solutions business partners, clients 
and industry experts in healthcare

► Webinars provide info on the hottest and most 
important topics in healthcare

► Aim is to connect you with trusted resources who 
can help with current initiatives

► Send webinar ideas to webinars@rlsolutions.com

mailto:webinars@rlsolutions.com


BEFORE WE BEGIN

► Webinar is scheduled for 60 minutes

► There will be time for Q & A at the end

► Ask questions using the chat box 

► For more info, visit www.rlsolutions.com

http://www.rlsolutions.com/


AGENDA

 Discuss how to utilize the safety huddle 

structure, processes and tools provided 

to either introduce or reinvigorate the 

patient safety huddle program

 Describe how to create a communication 

system /mechanisms to keep safety 

huddle strategies in the forefront of 

thought by each employee



BACKGROUND

• Emerging worries about the Medical Center’s culture of 
safety became apparent in mid-2014.

• Patient safety event reporting was “stalled out” and near 
miss reporting was declining. 

• Leaders were not communicating in a meaningful way about 
safety concerns. 

• Event investigation and resolution was significantly delayed. 

• Concern about  a “flavor of the day” approach to 
improvement



EMBARKING ON A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE



STEP 1:CREATING A CLIMATE FOR CHANGE
(creating a sense of urgency, building the guiding team, getting the vision right)

► New CEO observations

► Presentation to CEO and COO to seek approval and endorsement.

► Called an urgent leadership meeting to review current state concerns,
introduce the idea of the safety huddle, and ask for help in developing
a sustainable program.

► Agreement on goal: Promote situational awareness of issues within the
previous 24 hours as well as current issues that have the potential to
impact the upcoming day. The huddle provides directions about the
prioritization and responsibility for problem resolution.

► Leaders came together to determine the time of day the huddle would
take place, create the attendance list, and set the guiding principles for
the huddles.



SAFETY HUDDLE GUIDING PRINCIPLES

► COME ON TIME! Each member of the huddle should arrive on time.
► PLAN AHEAD! Each member should appoint a designee if you cannot

be present.
► GET AN EARLY START! Each member should touch based with your

team prior to the huddled to gather appropriate information
► COME PREPARED! Each member is responsible for knowing the

information you are bringing to the huddle; present it clearly and
concisely via the agenda format noted below

► STICK TO THE FACTS! If there is nothing to report, the member will
state “I have nothing to report at this time”

► NOT A DISCUSSION FORUM! Members should refrain from the urge
to discuss. The huddle is NOT intended as a venue for problem
solving or discussion.



DAILY SAFETY HUDDLE
WHITE BOARD 



STEP 2: ENGAGING AND ENABLING 
THE WHOLE ORGANIZATION

► Led by Administrator on call (AOC)

► Quick report out by all clinical and key support 
departments

► Follow-up of investigations and actions taken in 
response to previously reported events are 
communicated

► Staff recognition and good catches are noted

► AOC sends out summary notes



► Completed form sent 
to Daily Huddle 
Distribution list each 
weekday morning.

► Requests from Staff to 
be added to the 
distribution list

► Information from 
facilitator form used 
to populate the 
tracking grid. 

Facilitator Form



STEP 3: SUSTAINING CHANGE
(AKA WILEY’S C4 MODEL)

SUSTAINABILITY

CONSISTENCY

COMMUNICATION

CELEBRATION

CONNECTION



REPLICABLE TOOLS AND TEMPLATES

1. Daily safety huddle white board which is updated daily with the  
key metrics being tracked and displays the huddle guiding principles

2. Daily safety huddle report which communicates essential issues 
identified during the huddle (distributed widely to the organization)

3. Quarterly Safety Huddle Spotlight – newsletter
4. “Good catch” awards and “good catch” staff parking spot
5. Safety huddle issues / action tracker sheet and good catch tracker 

sheet
6. Monthly “safety huddle anniversary” token gift given to attendees
7. “I am the patient”, “I am the colleague”, “I am the Joint 

Commission” signs (which are given randomly to one attendee each 
day) 



DAILY HUDDLE ISSUE/ACTION TRACKING



GREAT CATCHES & OUTSTANDING SERVICE 



RECOGNITION OF STAFF



MONTHLY TOKEN GIFTS



PROGRAM IMPACT

Patient Falls Medication Safety Emergency 
Department Care

Employee Safety 

Following the review of 
an outpatient fall, an 
environmental 
assessment of all health 
centers was conducted. 
A number of customized 
proactive corrective 
actions occurred in a 
number of locations 
(e.g. painting curbs, 
increasing handicapped 
parking spaces, putting 
a call box in a parking 
lot, so patients could 
request assistance.

A nurse who was 
unfamiliar with  a new 
medication, did not 
recognize an adverse 
reaction her patient was 
having to the 
medication she had 
given. Fortunately, there 
was no patient harm. 
However, as a result, 
the nursing education 
department developed 
a brief education 
module for all nurses on 
the new medication. 

Several cases were 
raised where ED 
patients were 
transferred up to 
inpatient units without 
receiving needed care 
(eg. antibiotics, blood 
products) that was 
ordered. As a result, a 
prompt was added to 
the transfer portion of 
the EMR that required 
nursing staff to verify 
medications/treatments 
had been given.

Employee reluctance to 
call for assistance from 
security when 
patients/families were 
exhibiting threatening 
and potentially violent 
behavior was noted. A 
special safety town hall 
was convened to discuss 
this with clinical and 
security staff. As a 
result, a number of 
actions were taken, 
including expanding de-
escalation classes.



OUTCOMES



Near Miss Reporting  
increased 86%



Total Event Reporting 
increased 51%



VOICE OF THE PARTICIPANTS

Timeliness Teamwork Communication

0% 50% 100%

I have not noticed a
change in the level

of teamwork

I believe teamwork
has WORSENED
since the safety…

I believe teamwork
has IMPROVED
since the safety…

Thinking about teamwork 
among you and your 

colleagues since the safety 
huddle. Would you say that 

teamwork has:

0% 50% 100%

I have not noticed a
change in how

quickly issues are…

I believe that issues
are resolved more

SLOWLY now

I believe that issues
are resolved more

QUICKLY now

Thinking back to before the 
safety huddles began, compare 

how quickly issues are now 
identified, investigated and 

resolved now?

0% 50% 100%

There has been no
change compared
to before we had…

I believe it is
HARDER to connect

now than before…

I believe it is EASIER
to connect now
than before we…

Please rate you ability to 
connect with a colleague face 
to face on a critical safety or 

quality issue since the 
beginning of the safety huddle 

program:



QUESTION & ANSWER



THANK YOU!


